HIGHLIGHTS

VSNLIVECOM

STUDIO PLAYOUT AUTOMATION

▪▪ A/B/C/D rundown
▪▪ Single playlists for auxiliary channels
▪▪ Instant search of rundowns and media.
▪▪ Manual control
▪▪ Favourite media (bin)
▪▪ Compatible with party video servers
▪▪ Run-down and device control redundancy available (N+1
and 2N)
▪▪ List view and thumbnail view
▪▪ Integrated with mixers and Shuttle/Jog pad
▪▪ Back to back mode
▪▪ Locked sequence between clips
▪▪ Adjustable graphical user interface
▪▪ Jump to selected event and post resume rundown event
▪▪ Counters for count down, selected events timing and total
timing
▪▪ Integration with NRCS

VSNLIVECOM is a studio playout automation powered by

VSNLIVECOM also offers openness allowing configuring any

the core engine of VSNMULTICOM automation. It has been
designed in three main pillars: simplicity, high availability and
flexibility.

VDCP video server of your choice. Enabling a wide range of
configurations and minimizing upgrade costs impact.

Its dynamic user interface allows customization by the
studio producer. A set of up to three playlists is possible, as
for example the main rundown A/B/C/D and two auxiliary
playlists for video walls. The instant search for the rundowns
and media together with its intuitive interface delivers high
speed operation.
Moreover, multiple clients and redundant server
configuration is available for the most demanding
environments. The system configuration allows avoiding
SPOF allowing to control up to six channels fully mirrored
and providing continuous availability.

Being part of the VSNNEWS suite for live production,
VSNLIVECOM can be managed from the NRCS, besides manual
operation from studio. VSNNEWS Terminal is the perfect
match for VSNLIVECOM in the news production environments
delivering complex automated workflows thanks to the
VSNSPIDER framework. Nonetheless, the VSNLIVECOM also
interfaces with third party NCRS through its MOS gateway.
Furthermore, together with VSNEXPLORER, the MAM from
VSN, distribution for multiple screens reaches the next level,
allowing transferring stories or programs with different profiles
and logos. VSNLIVECOM is the ultimate studio automation
designed for a fast and simple operation as well as flexible
configuration.

SPECIFICATIONS
Control up to six playout channels (fully mirrored)
VSN TSS protocol SOA/REST for distributed clients
VDCP serial and IP protocol for video server control
MOS protocol (version 2.8) for real time rundown sync with NRCS
Fully redundant database management
Virtually no limit of clips
Modular and distributed configuration

VSNLIVECOM

STUDIO PLAYOUT AUTOMATION
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